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Zone 14 Restoration - Stage 2
Preparation is well underway for an October
replanting of the second stage of Zone 14, near
the water reservoir at the top of Azania Street.
The first stage planting in October last year has
been a success with bushes, vines and grass
thriving with the excellent weather conditions.
Our restoration work is already bringing
butterflies back with the Early Flowering Black
Wattle supporting a new population of Imperial
Hairstreak butterflies in April this year.

Steve Fox-Andrew has been busy clearing a
huge volume of weeds and rubbish now piled
up for removal by the BCC Habitat Brisbane team.
While rubbish and some dangerous weeds have
to be removed off-site we aim to recycle more
than 80% on-site: keep nutrients and minimise
our bushcare workload. We have been
successfully composting weeds like Singapore
Daisy and Purple Succulent. Now a Southside
Sport & Community Centre –
www.southsidesport.com.au grant has allowed
MEG to purchase a powerful new Greenfield
Piecemaker chipper. Our Fox Gully site is the
first to benefit with removal and on-site
chipping of weed trees including Chinese Elm,
Camphor Laurel and Small Leafed Privet.

Bruce Errey has started restoration of our new
Zone 17 area just below the water reservoir at
the top of Azania Street. Removal of
Singapore Daisy and Umbrella Trees from
this area is an important step in restoration of
Azania Gully. It is a beautiful area full of
surprises, like this unusual funnel shaped
gilled fungi seen at our Wednesday bushcare.

We have had an extraordinary season with fungi as
well as butterflies. I am now sharing our amazing
forest flora and fauna with the wider community by
writing bi-monthly articles for the new Southside
Community News. My second article was inspired
by our amazing fungi.

WEED ALERT!
Fishbone Fern is one of the next major weed targets for
Fox Gully restoration. We have
at least six native ferns
indigenous to the gully but they
are being crowded out by
Fishbone Fern escaped from
gardens adjoining the forest.

